About Company –
Galaxy Sivtek is a leading manufacturing company for Round Vibro Separators in India. With more than
22 years of experience in manufacturing and selling the Round Vibro Separators, the SIVTEK brand has
been reckon as trustworthy. The manufacturing facility is spread over 65,000 sq ft land at Waghodia, an
industrial village of India’s most recognized state of Gujarat for Industrial growth in recent decade.
The company has the installed capacity of manufacturing 500 units per annum on single shift basis. The
technical team comprising of 5 design engineers, 5 manufacturing engineers & 4 quality engineers is
dedicated to provide the quality product & customized solutions to the specific needs of customers. The
philosophy of the company is to provide custom made solutions to customers as each customer /
industry have their set of needs and off-the-shelf product can’t give optimize results.
Because of its quality product & services and fanatic customer support, Galaxy Sivtek enjoys 50% of its
business coming from repeat orders from their satisfied customers of home market and overseas
customers. Company is exporting its products to countries like Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, Vietnam,
South Africa, United Kingdom, United States of America, Bangladesh, Mauritius, and many more.
Association with Palm Oil –
Galaxy Sivtek had major customer base from industries like Paper, Ceramic, Sugar, Chemical, Minerals,
etc. 4 years back the strategic decision was taken to enter the Palm Oil Industry sector and since then
the company has appointed distributor in Malaysia, Indonesia & Thailand and started the penetration in
the industry. The product offered for Palm Oil separation is at par in quality with any international brand
and is lower in price compared to those brands. The technical support is provided to distributor to
provide the best solution to their customer in the segment. This has helped to gain repeat orders from
some of the palm oil mills in such a short span of time.
In Indonesia, We are working with Mr. Alex (PT TragloPindo Uttama) since 3 years and we did 30+
successful installations in Palm Oil Mills such as PT Willmar, PT Sampoerna Agro, PT HPI, PT Astra Group,
Pt Londin etc.. We carry stocks at Medan and ready to serve customer 24hrs round the clock.

SIVTEK separator has strong points like,
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Interchangeable with any leading vibro separator brand
Solid Screen Frame with Spot welded wire mesh for longer re-meshing life
Glass bead blasted SS body
Siemens starter with Single Phase Preventer as well as Amp relay to prevent motor burning
Quick Force Adjustment
Competitive price with Best Quality

Application of SIVTEK Separator in Palm Oil Mills:
1. Sludge Separation – GS 60 Single Deck
2. Crude Oil Separation – GS 60 Double Deck
3. Clay Bath Separation – GS 60 Three Deck

